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What I’ll share today


Why reach out to consumers?
 Background, rationale, vision



What would this consumer initiative “look” like?
 A picture = 1,000+ words!



What do consumer and REALTORS® think of this idea?
 Review research with hundreds of consumers and
REALTORS®
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Background
NAR’s Strategic Planning Committee saw a need for the
REALTOR® organization to develop a relationship with
consumers of behalf of its members and created a
strategic objective to address it in the 2006 NAR
Strategic Plan:
• Objective 8: Strengthen the relationship between
the REALTOR® organization and consumers to the
mutual benefit of both.

Rationale
Why would NAR want to develop a relationship with
consumers?


To evolve its role as The Voice for Real Estate to one that speaks for
the nation’s 1.3 million real estate professionals AND for the nation’s
75 million+ current and future home owners.



To extend the value of the REALTOR® brand well beyond the
transaction to the full life cycle of home ownership.



To leverage the natural alliances that exist among home owners,
potential home owners, and REALTORS® on public policy issues for
the mutual good of all parties.
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Rationale
To evolve its role as The Voice for Real Estate…
 This expanded “Voice” would carry greater influence with

Congress and the news media, as well as with consumers and
NAR’s own members.

 The REALTOR® organization is uniquely positioned to represent

the interests of real property owners in the federal public policy
arena.
• No other organization is currently filling this role.
• If not NAR, then who?

Rationale
To extend the value of the REALTOR® brand…
 To be truly successful in the real estate market--now and in the

future --REALTORS® must develop a relationship with home
buyers and sellers beyond the transaction.

 This initiative will more help consumers find value in the

REALTOR® brand as home owners, in addition to as home
buyers and home sellers.

 NAR has a responsibility and an opportunity to facilitate the

extension of this relationship.
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Rationale
To leverage the natural alliances that exist among
homeowners, potential homeowners, and REALTORS®
on public policy issues…
 Have home owners think of NAR as the organization that best

represents their interests in matters of federal legislative and
regulatory policy.

 Have federal government officials recognize the collective

commitment, conviction, and strength of the REALTOR® -home
owner relationship.

 Other organizations and industries have the added power of

consumer participation. (Healthcare, telecoms)

Vision
Create a major, best-of-breed consumer Web site that
provides consumers with an Internet “home.”
 A comprehensive resource to become better informed and
better educated about all aspects of home ownership and to
help them maximize the value and style of their home.
 An easy way to become smarter about buying, selling, and
investing in real estate.
 A resource on public policy issues that relate to
homeownership, and an easy way for home owners to take
action on issues that impact them.
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Vision
Why begin this relationship through a Web site?


It’s an efficient, cost-effective way to provide a lot of
information



It’s a method consumer focus groups said they would
embrace



NAR’s is also exploring additional ways to develop and
maintain this relationship with consumers:
•
•
•
•

Product discounts
Lobbying initiatives
Research
Social media

How will this vision manifest itself?


Provide features and functions that NAR is uniquely
positioned to offer and that will enhance the
association’s and the REALTOR® brand’s reputation. In
the public policy / advocacy area, focus on national
property rights issues.



Work with state and local associations to provide a
pathway to state and local public policy issues.



Help consumers understand the value of working with a
REALTOR and drive traffic to REALTOR.com
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Consumer Web Site: Prototype

Consumer Web Site: Prototype
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Consumer Web Site: Prototype

Consumer Web Site: Prototype
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Research Highlights: Consumers


Excited about the Web site and look forward to its launch.



Want one-stop shopping for homeownership. This site
met that need.
“I can’t wait until it’s up and running because I think it has a lot of

useful information. It is not a website that you go through once and
forget about. It has good information for various stages of home
owners.”



Found NAR to be a credible, objective source of home
ownership information.

Research Highlights: Consumers


Home remodeling and maintenance info is most desired.
• DIY videos / step-by-step guides
• Maintenance schedules
• Lists of contractors
 Strong secondary interest in:
• Discounts on products and services
• Public policy information and “take action” function
• Buying and selling advice / how-to tips
• Personalized content, tools, automated reminders
• Storing info about home, appliances (warranty
info, etc.)
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Research Highlights: REALTORS®


NAR already promotes interests of home ownership
through consumer ad campaigns and through lobbying
efforts.



Consumer Web site is a natural extension to what NAR is
already doing.

“NAR is a very large organization with a lot of members and it

carries clout. So, an organization of that nature is in a good
position to properly protect the interests of most
homeowners.”

“I don’t see any negatives of them [NAR] reaching out to the
public.”

Research Highlights: REALTORS®


Believe that this Web site could be an excellent way to
educate consumers about public policy and home
ownership issues.



Believe that NAR is in a good position to provide this
education because they will be perceived as a credible
resource.



Can leverage site content in their own marketing efforts.
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Consumer Initiative: Next Steps


Develop and market test suite of NAR services for
consumers.



Research and test site names / URLs with consumers.



Conduct consumer and REALTOR® testing nationwide to
help refine the web site’s look, navigation, labeling, and
content mix.



Explore ways to provide local content at the site.



Continue environmental scans.

Questions & Comments
Thank you

pkabati@realtors.org
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